Agenda 2/17/20:
6 to 6:20 PM: Arrive and eat. Introductions to all as we eat
6:20 to 6:30: Noel Gallo and Carlos Plazola present to set intention and process
6:30 to 6:35: Spearitwurx—an Oakland based non-profit working to heal people in our
most disenfranchised communities will ground us in the sacred and spiritual.
6:35 to 7:15: Voices from the Oakland community—where do we start and why
7:15 to 9 PM: Full Group: brainstorming on the following questions:
1. What does it mean for this healing work to emerge from “the bottom up”? Why is
this important?
2. Why start with mission-focused non-profit work instead of for-profit? What kinds
of organizations might be interested in participating? Community health clinics?
Small Churches? Restorative Justice Organizations? Others? Create an
independent service provider to affiliate? Reduce risks?
3. Getting it right: what should we look out for to make sure we get it right?
4. Legal ramifications—how do we ensure Legal organizations for participating
organizations and individuals.
5. How do we ensure a strong process of stakeholder input?
6. What issues do we need to take into consideration as we move forward?
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Meeting Notes:
5:30PM - 6:20PM
Arrival and networking
6:25
Councilmember Noel Gallo
Describes growing up in Oakland, remembering when drugs hit the community in 60’s &
70’s.
Mentions how homeless population is reportedly ~5K but more like ~8K
Shares deep care for the community and states it is the government’s
responsibility to do something when the community needs healing. Then mentions
“looking for direction and advice”.
6:30
Carlos
Many states are setting up a framework on the acceptance of entheogens
If we come in with care and help those most in need, we can “Do It Right” and show
results.
Many cities are looking around to adopt a successful model.
Our model should be focused more on HEALING than profit.
C mentions Courntey Barnes - will be on zoom
6:35
Sizwe Andrews
Having Integrity, Service, and Healing are vital to “Get It Right”
Honor the intelligence of the plants
We can change the world and do big things with cultural respect.
Set the intention around the room where everyone in the meeting took time to honor our
intentions to ground ourselves as a unit.
Each member of the meeting said their name and described several themes:
 Oakland is an experimental city
o Grassroots movements are often born in Oakland
 We must address the situation of urgency in Oakland’s Homeless population.
 We must respect indigenous cultures and practices
 Focus on Healing over Profit
6:50
Carlos asks Sizwe and Chris Isner to join Councilmember Gallo on a panel in the
front.

Chris Isner
Used to be homeless, addicted to drugs and alcohol before entheogens.
Described the country as the “United States of Trauma” but that entheogens can heal
Began the conversation in how we can start addressing the efficacy and spirituality of
entheogens with religious organizations.
Addresses vets with PTSD
Addiction crisis and the Belladonna Treatment that began AA (See APPENDIX I)
Used to reduce recidivism in Brazilian Prisons
Personal story of growth that has led to his visions of making wood carvings that have
developed his own business. Having been taught this by visions, he describes how he
teaches others how to create for themselves and is opening his studio in the Haven
soon.
Sizwe
Oakland work called “Radical Healing”
Creates spaces of vulnerability for the black youth of oakland Followed by Healing
The language we use is powerful
Create Generational Wellness
Describes learning why the Diaspora came here (Oakland) and the reality of why many
ethnic groups are here (ie the abuse of asain labor for railroads)
Offers a space to mirror people
Change narratives through action
Discussed Tent City project and “Experience Sankofa Project” (See APPENDIX II)
7:10
Carlos describes how “Roots” is an oakland based organization dedicated to
providing therapy for black youth in the city.
Councilmember Gallo describes the urgent nature of humanizing each other as
he has seen children just walking over homeless people rather than asking what is
wrong.
Carlos begins the portion of introductions where the members of the initiative introduced
themselves.
Aliza Gallo
 Has a strong background in Economic development and Business Planning
 A healthy community = better business
 To have a healthy community people need the ABILITY to:
o Interact
o Work
o Be Safe
 The fundamentally we need a grassroots approach from the “Bottom Up,
because the BOTTOM AREN’T MOVIN UP!”
 We need to journey as a group
 “It may be a Case Management perspective, but it’s helpful for System
Development”

Claudia Mercado
 Born in Mexico, Claudia moved to Jingletown in Oakland at 8 years old
 Trust in communities is not there when efficacy rates in healthcare for Latinos
have as high as 44% inefficacy rates.
 System is glitching, but we can fix it!
 Realized that in becoming a Licensed Cannabis Business owner in Jingletown,
she is the leader she didn’t see growing up.
Janis Phelps
 From Oakland and thought of it as always being the “Experimental City”
o Grassroots and visionary in nature
o Multicultural benefit
 We should have focus developed in fixing generational trauma and block out
capitalist interest
 Educate people about the different solutions
Maria Mangini (Family Nurse Practitioner)






Began career in midwifery to create a harmonious way for humans to enter
the world.
30 years ago, worked at one of the first clinics to utilize cannabis as a medicine.
Grew up in Oakland in 1950, 16 in 1966 in the Bay Area “You do the math”
Death gets a bad wrap. It’s perfectly safe
We are all interconnected

Bob Jesse
 Engineer in Computer Science developed team on Psilocybin Research at John
Hopkins
o Front row seats to the reemergence
 The first paper wasn’t related to mental illness but what happens when you
give high doses to “Healthy Normals”
 Rave community of the 90’s when moving to SF was accepting
 Churches have raves that go all night.
 The policy analyst within says not why should we do this, but what will
happen?
o How do we protect from the ill’s of money

Lia Mix
 Strong Irish Roots and a therapist
 Deep connection to the urgency of healing with Sister who fatally overdosed and
brother struggling with addiction.
 What is important is helping people get care
 How can we scale this?
o How does this affect larger systems (cities, states, nation)
o Psychadelic healthcare admin
 Has to be the whole package
 We should focus on Multi Generational Wellness more than Wealth
 Healing happens in the context of community
 Avoid extractive economics. Who is offering money and why?
Chris Isner
 Reciprocity for the healing of entheogens
 Plants provide the answers, just ask
Larry Norris
 People are afraid of therapists because of diagnosis
o Shared experiences is what lead to building community and Decrim
Nature
o How do we make sure funds go back into the community/ have access
 Transparency
 Feedback
 Open Source
 Co Creative Process
Rebecca Theineman
 Aim to create a safe space.
 Background in Nutrition Science and Yoga
o Integrative practices
o How do we scale?
 Who has accessibility to the integrative practices
 Plan to make healthcare (including healthy diet) available
 Strong Music and Farming family upbringing

Courtney Barnes - Vicente Cedarburg law firm (See APPENDIX III)
 We can establish the framework for state and federal law
 First step is to determine desired legislative approach: the ordinance route
 Overarching policy considerations:
o Establishing what licensing and permitting looks like
o Developing protective framework at municipal level with understanding
that the State is primarily responsible for enforcement of drug policy
o Expanding protections to encompass propagation for distribution /
administration to cover qualifying organizations and practitioners
o Body to ensure safety and quality of products
 Mitigating risk:
o Churches that are currently open or to be created
o Developing the municipal ordinance with relationship between state
and city to offer pilot program protection.
o Include protections in state legislation to protect pilot cities perhaps
(Oakland, Santa Cruz, Berkeley, SF etc)
Prem Kumpta
 30 years of psychedelic experience
o 20 years in the Bay Area
 Community outreach through dance events
 Strong importance on the safety of use
 Missioned based focus over profit
 Who can and should be utilizing this
o Determine through outreach and developing solid process methods.
 Videographer/Marketing for outreach
Nai Kaia
 Runs/Owns Temple in Oakland Hills
 7.5 years of sound healing and facilitating trauma healing
 17 years of experience with meditation and sound healing
 People should not have to face issues alone:
o Suicide
o Trauma
o Healing
o Brain Fog
 Completely Donation based healing
 Over 900 visitors to the temple

Liana Gilooly - MAPS
 Having Key Stakeholders are important
 Develop models for the following
o Medical
o Wellness
o Decriminalization
 Antidote to moving fast and breaking things is moving carefully and
healing
 Establish a strong culture
o Without context, medicine doesn’t do all of the healing
o Community is a part of it
o We need access to several securities:
 Food
 Healthcare
 Jobs
 Housing
o How do we get POC’s involved
Angelica Valadez
 Messenger of the plants
 Translator since 8 in family as curandera
 Not everybody has to do it
 This aint just Oakland, it’s The Bay
 We need to tell stories to convey our message
 There are already non-profits in the indigenous community
o They are already developed, reach out
 There are Native churches
 Respect Indigenous land
 BE INTENTIONAL ABOUT INVITING INDIGENOUS
Tomas G
 I didn’t take notes on myself so I think this is what I discussed
 Parents met coming to Oakland to learn to community organizing in 1992
through Minority Activist Apprenticeship Program
 Moved to Oakland for MAAP in 2014 and was advised to go back Wisconsin to
become a food science chemist.
 Moved back to Oakland at the end of 2018 to do analytical chemistry in the
cannabis industry.
 Entered the entheogen movement at a decrim nature meeting summer 2019 with
colleagues in cannabis testing wanting to analyze other entheogens
 Passionate about the efficacy of entheogens as I know many people dead of
over dose and suicide which frankly was rooted in generational trauma.

Dr Brett Jones
 Finding Spirit, Nature, Human
 Recently had awakening in past few years (2018 Plant connection)
 Told lies in regard to health and medicine
 Reignition of our ancestors
 The Condor will fly with the Eagle (reference Quezacotl)
Sizwe


Don’t want to sharpen the blade too far.

8:50
Carlos
Intentions
Reverence
Honoring the Collective
Last 15-30 minutes spent discussing Topics for further discussion and synthesis of what
we heard. What should we remember.
Lia :How we do it is as important as what we are doing.
Liana: Public Benefit Focused. Reciprocity and Restorative Justice
Bob: Collaboration over competition. Attraction not promotion.
Sizwe: Listening is important
Maria: Storytelling
Janis: Absence of community
Larry: How do we ask how to help rather than tell. So much has been done and this is
still a blank canvas
Rebecca: Provide Security
Prem: We need to be the voice for messages from the community, not to it.
Brett: Unity with respect to diversity
Chris: We should bring shaman here
Claudia: How do we make this attractive to build momentum

APPENDIX I:

APPENDIX II:

APPENDIX III:
Decriminalize Nature Oakland Call
Policy Considerations Outline
1. Constitutional Authorization for Local Regulation in California:
a. A county or city may make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary, and other
ordinances and regulations not in conflict with general laws. (Cal. Const. art. XI, § 7).
i. In general, a California city has authority to adopt local ordinances so long as
there is no express or implied preemption under state law. (See: SherwinWilliams Company v. City of Los Angeles (1993) 4 Cal.4th 893).
b. The legislative body may pass ordinances not in conflict with the Constitution and laws of
the State or the United States. (Cal. Gov. Code§ 37100).]
c. Article 11, section 5 of the CA constitution gives charter cities plenary power over
municipal affairs.
2. Resolution v. Ordinance
a. Resolutions, orders for the payment of money, and all ordinances require a recorded
majority vote of the total membership of the city council. (Cal. Gov't Code § 36936).
b. Ordinance: binding, but could potentially be challenged as preempted by state and/or
federal law
c. Resolution: harder to argue it is preempted because it is technically not binding, but also
may not be appropriate for creating a regulatory scheme that requires operator
compliance to be successful
3. Options for implementation
a. Creating local licensing(?) and access structure (likely, ordinance)
b. Expanding protections to encompass propagation for distribution / administration to
qualifying organizations and practitioners (resolution/either)
4. Risks / Considerations applicable to creating a local access model requiring a strategic approach
a. Exposure Generally: The non-profits and professionals cultivating and providing these
services are going to have a lot more exposure (both legal and reputational) under a
model that provides a mechanism for public access/identification of providers.
b. Professional licensing and insurance considerations (therapists/doctors).
c. Provision of ingestible and inhalable psychoactive substances to third-parties
(safety/quality/informed consent)
d. Limitations relating to the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (churches/pastors) for
those operating under it now
e. Scope of state preemption
i. Potential challengers?
f.

Amendments needed to local law?

5. Potential Risk Mitigation Strategies / Topics requiring further research
a. California cases that have addressed scope of / analysis for state preemption over local
regulatory schemes
i. Scope of local police power / interplay with state conflict and preemption issues.
ii. To what extent can we draft authorizations and provide protections that do not
“contradict” state law. “A local ordinance contradicts a state statute, as would
support preemption under state constitution, when the ordinance is “inimical” to
the state statute, which means the local ordinance directly requires what the
state statute forbids or prohibits what the state enactment demands and it is
impossible simultaneously to comply with both the state and local
laws.” (see: Cal. Const. art. 11, § 7 and related cases).
iii. In general, if otherwise valid local legislation conflicts with state law, it is
preempted and is void. Local regulation can also be preempted by federal
regulation. A conflict exists when local legislation duplicates, contradicts, or
enters an area fully occupied by general law, either expressly or by legislative
implication.
b. Authorizations/scope of protected activity under Religious Freedom Restoration Act
(churches/pastors)
c. To what extent could Oakland obtain the state’s blessing / provide (or at least honor)
protections for Oakland’s model without the state officially acting to sanction particular
conduct?
i. Congress does not have the authority to compel state or local officers to enforce
federal regulatory programs, thus having some form of state blessing would be
beneficial. Nonetheless, federal law enforcement officers would still be able to
enforce federal law.
d. Training, education, ethics, standards of care, & informed consent
e. Severability clause

